
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Medium Material

44276 Dia 10.8cm Ring 138g Puppy, Adult For Dogs 15-35 lbs Natural Rubber

With dedication and expertise, Heao Group leads as a comprehensive safe chew ring dog toys manufacturer in China, 
ensuring your furry friend's playtime is taken care of.This safe chew ring dog toys is an exceptional playtime 
accessory for your beloved small-sized canine companion. Crafted in the form of a circular ring, this toy is ideal for 
engaging fetch and toss games. Its surface is intricately designed with a textured pattern, providing a stimulating 
tactile experience for your furry friend.Made from 100% natural rubber, the tough chew ring dog toy boasts a unique 
textured surface that adds a touch of excitement to your furry friend's playtime. The surface is intentionally designed 
with uneven bumps and grooves, making it easier for small dogs to grip and chew on, promoting their dental health 
while providing endless entertainment.

Adorned with intricately carved patterns:
The ring dog toy exudes an artistic charm that captures 
both you and your dog's attention. The carvings are not 
only visually appealing but also add to the tactile 
experience, creating a sensory-rich play session for your 
beloved companion.
 
With dimensions thoughtfully tailored for 
small breeds:
The safe chew ring toy is perfectly sized to fit comfortably 
in your little dog's mouth, ensuring effortless carrying and 
play. Its lightweight yet durable construction ensures hours 
of fun without causing strain or discomfort to your four-
legged friend.
 
 Durable and Safe:
Constructed from high-quality natural rubber, the ring toy 
is exceptionally durable, ensuring long-lasting fun during 
play sessions. The material is non-toxic and free from 
harmful chemicals, guaranteeing your pup's safety while 
they happily chew and interact with the toy.
 
Engaging Texture:
The toy's surface features a blend of raised and indented 
patterns, creating an uneven texture that promotes dental 
health by gently massaging your dog's gums during play. 
The unique design also enhances grip, making it easier for 
your pup to hold the toy in their mouth.
 
Enticing Engravings:
Adorning the circular ring are charming engravings of 
playful paw prints, bones, and other delightful shapes. 
These eye-catching designs add an extra layer of visual 
appeal, capturing your dog's attention and stimulating their 
curiosity.

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Interactive Fetch and Toss:
Designed with the perfect weight and size for small 
breeds, this chew toy is easy for your pup to carry 
around and retrieve during fetch games. The circular 
shape allows for smooth rolling on the ground, adding 
an element of unpredictability to the game and keeping 
your dog engaged.
 
Easy to Clean:
The natural rubber material is water-resistant and can 
be easily cleaned with mild soap and water, ensuring 
that your furry friend can continue to enjoy their toy in 
a hygienic condition.
 
Overall, the safe chew ring toy offers a safe, engaging, 
and durable playtime experience for your small dog, 
providing countless hours of joy and entertainment. 
Whether it's a stimulating game of fetch or a soothing 
chewing session, this circular ring will surely become 
your pup's favorite playmate.
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